School: St. Colmcille’s National School
Team:

The Quay, Westport
The team involved in Lesson Study Project 2019-2020 was Bernie Barrett
and Katrina Chambers.

Our School Context
St Colmcille’s National School is a
co-educational Catholic school
situated at Westport Quay. It was
founded over 120 years ago. The
school community includes
sixteen members of staff; teachers,
special needs assistants, secretary
and caretaker and over two
hundred pupils and their parents.

Our Goal
To facilitate pupils to become flexible critical thinkers who can
solve problems independently using a diverse range of
strategies.

Research Question
If the numbers in word problems were written as words, would
pupils read the whole problem rather than focusing on the
numbers?

Planning Process
The planning for the research lesson, including devising the goal and
coming up with a research question happened over four half-days. As part
of this process, the team examined some academic readings, explored
curriculum documents and viewed some short video clips including a
YouTube clip "How old is the shepherd". Based on the discussion that
ensued from this, a goal was decided upon. Initially, the research question
centred on investigating the strategies that pupils need to acquire to
successfully explain and solve word problems,
as this was identified as an area that pupils
found challenging. However, when viewing
different types of word problems, one member
of the group noticed that there was a difference
between word problems written exclusively as
words and those that included both numbers
and words. They felt that the former meant that
they had to read the problem through in its
entirety. In the latter, they felt that their eyes
were drawn to the numbers. An interesting
discussion resulted from this observation, and it
was decided that this should form the basis of
the research question. A number of lessons
were planned, and the final lesson was chosen
to be the research lesson. This was planned in
more detail. One member of the team
volunteered to teach this lesson. An
observation schedule was designed, and the
format of assessment was also decided upon.

Teachers’ Reflections on the project
Key learning
• Lesson Study gives teachers the freedom to think differently
• think about teaching and learning in a different way
• time to focus on the pupils and their learning needs
• importance of giving pupils time to explain their thinking
• less practice-based activities; practice leads to rigidity
• the need to challenge pupils more, less busywork
• word problems should involve different content areas

Implications of Lesson Study for whole school teaching of
mathematics
• Pupils compared word problems to comprehension in English
when the problems were written exclusively in words. They felt it
encouraged them to read the whole problem and comprehend it,
rather than focusing on numbers and choosing an operation.
• Pupils should have opportunities to develop a bank of problemsolving strategies.

Opportunities
• Encouraged collaboration among teachers
• An opportunity to stop and think, move away from the humdrum
• Specific to the context of the individual school, needs based,
identified by the teachers

Challenges
• The time during the school day
• Colleagues needed to cover classes

Possible solutions
• Substitution cover
• More administration time

